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the boutique

Location
Cathedral Arcade - Melbourne CBD

Built in 1926, the Cathedral Arcade is a heritage listed cause 
way on the corners of Flinders Land and Swanston Street, fa-
mous for it’s bijoux Art Deco architectural features.

It is the gateway to the Nicholas Building, renounced for hous-
ing designers, craftspeople, artist studio and galleries for de-
cades. It stands as a monument to the creative lifestyle of 
Melbourne as a city and the retail area in the arcade houses 
contemporary boutiques, many of which pride themselves on 
being ethically conscious.

Pros

Cons

Niche environment with shared values.
Location conducive for high end concept stores.
Traffic fIow is of the relevant target market.
Gives a level of exclusivity.
Less competition due to limited store fronts. 
Site is a tourist attraction 
Site associated with Melbourne design culture beyond mere 
retail or fashion.

Constricted by heritage listing in terms of advertising and store 
presentation.
Not conducive for expansion as the brand grows at this loca-
tion.
Less traffic fIow compared to locations like Emporium.
Less likely to have people ‘discover’ the store.



CAPSULE

Capsule has no set color 
scheme in it’s branding, 
rotating through an array 
of neutral color combina-
tions throughout packaging, 
branding and logo season to 
season. 
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Branding Branding

All packaging is made from recycled fabric fibers and materials. All ethically 
sourced, made and manufactured and 100% biodegradable. Despite the color 
schemes for all packaging changing batch - to - batch there is always one warm 
palette and one cool palette in circulation within Capsule. Cool colored tags and 
packaging should always be paired with cool toned products, and same for warm. 
True neutrals can be partnered with either.

Cool

Warm



Branding

Packaging is also divided into warm and cool colors, however unlikely combina-
tions of colors within each scheme is intentional, intending to show the versatility 
of mixing and matching neutrals within their category (warm/cool)

Branding

in store signage is delivered via wall-projection and screens to minimize paper waste.



Target Market
The Capsule target market would be women aged 25 - 40 from middle class or high end income brackets. They could also be from 
working class and are very careful with their money and see value in investment in high quality clothing. 
 
Our ideal customer is Lia. Lia is 29 years old and is a graphic designer. She works both from home and in the inner suburbs of Mel-
bourne. She loves the slow fashion movement, being too busy to be held up in the mornings by choosing an outfit. She needs to be styl-
ish, presentable but simply doesn’t have the interest or time to keep up with the latest trends. She also hates buying clothing only to 
see it build up, unworn in her wardrobe. She’s tidy and doesn’t like clutter and this is why she’s attracted to a more simplistic lifestyle.  
 
Lia is active on social media, especially Instagram and takes her own photography for her account. Her following is about 12K. She uses 
Instagram as a platform for engaging with her clients and with other brands and creatives that she loves. It was here what she was 
exposed to ethical fashion and decided to embrace the philosophy of a capsule wardrobe. 
 
Lia is very particular where she shops and what brands she endorses. When she goes out shopping she usually has something in 
particular in mind. She mainly shops online but knows the small markets and boutiques of Melbourne. Lia visits pop up stores, maker 
events like The Big Design Market to support the local design scene and also attends exhibitions from artists, like the shows held at 
Modern Times. 
 
She reads Design Files Daily and has even been featured on the blog herself, something she’s very proud of. Lia has a few different 
circles of friends, the art crowd that she sees at openings and events, a closer group of friends who aren’t as into design as she is but 
still loves the products she introduces them to. She’s the niche IT girl, always receiving compliments on her new necklace and asking 
where on earth she found that fantastic bag she now religiously uses. Lia knows where the best coffee is, knows all the little nooks and 
crannies of Melbourne to explore, and loves getting out of the city to the beautiful surrounding country side to walk or have picnics on 
weekends and relax. 
 
She seeks clothing that is comfortable to wear. Lia eats very healthy, but doesn’t get to exercise as much as she’d like to when she 
gets busy at work. Sometimes she’s trapped behind a computer for hours and has to be conscious about taking care of herself, mind, 
body and soul. Guiltless spending is her way on contributing to the care of her soul and her world. 
 
Her time is also held up by her young daughter, or with her fiancée who is renovating their home together with her. Maybe Lia has a 
pet house rabbit or dog, loves cooking and reading. She’s a hands on person who knows the value of time and spending it where it 
matters most. In comfort doing what she loves with who she loves.

Target Market



Capsule is a contemporary lifestyle brand. 

It’s the next generation’s answer to fast/disposable 
fashion which larger and larger numbers are not only 
disillusioned with, but recognizing as unsustainable, un-
healthy and corruptive on society. 
 
Capsule walks hand in hand with a return to real value, 
to the slow fashion movement, the reemergence of old 
crafts and a decided step away from consumerism. 
It gives our customers back their one truly precious 
resource. Time.

It’s style is durable, timeless and fIexable to live on long 
into the future. 

Body-positive messages to all types of beauty and 
women. Classical tailored designs that are shaped 
nicely from beautiful materials, there’s also a real focus 
on customer service. 

Your colors can be done in store (to advise if you 
should shop from the warm range or cool range of 
colors) and we have an on the spot alteration service to 
guarantee a perfect fit. 
 
We use latest technologies in store and online to keep 
down our use of papers and other waste and to add 
to our customer experience. Augmented reality and 
screens instead of in-store signage makes Capsule a 
front runner for the future of retail, a monument to the 
reemergence of old values, but is firmly rooted in the 
now.

Lifestyle Eco-Friendly

Ethically made

Tailored to you

Tech-Smart

color analysis

Merchandise



Every brand housed in Capsule meets our values and 
ethics. 
 
Cruelty Free. 
Ethically Made.
Natural Fibers.
Manufactured Ethically. 
Eco-Conscious. 
High Quality. 
 
We collaborate with small makers and businesses in 
limited collections, as well as our regular stock. We also 
seek out new and emerging brands that are breaking 
ground in terms of recycling materials (for example, 
ocean plastics) and other initiatives that combat fast/
disposable fashion. 
 
Within each brand, Capsule only stocks select pieces 
that are hand picked for tailoring, color, style and eye-
proof materials (Because don’t we all hate see-through 
white t-shirts?)

When it comes to the clothing we select to feature in 
store, we stock neutral colors only, with some minimal 
patterns. We seek tailored designs that fit real bodies, 
for real women. Neutral isn’t boring, and less is definitely 
more.

Brands Brands
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Capsule MerchandiseFemale Apparel - Everyday Capsule MerchandiseFemale Apparel - Everyday



Capsule MerchandiseFemale Apparel - Everyday Capsule MerchandiseFemale Apparel - Weekend



Capsule MerchandiseFemale Apparel - Weekend Capsule MerchandiseFemale Apparel - Weekend



Capsule MerchandiseFemale Footwear - Everyday Capsule MerchandiseFemale Footwear - Everyday



Capsule MerchandiseFemale Footwear - Weekend Capsule MerchandiseFemale Footwear - Weekend



Capsule MerchandiseAccessories - Jewelery Capsule MerchandiseAccessories - Bags & Scarves



Store Planning
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Focus Plan

Hot Spots
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Merchandise Displays

Wall Set - Apparel

Wall Projection  
Ticketing

rojection  
keting

Each rack section either houses warm or cool 
tones. No not mix. Items on the rack are to be dis-
played with a 4 finger gap for a minimalist, clean 
line. Featured items displayed in groups of 3 front 
facing or 1 front facing and three side hung below.

Wall Projection areas detail chang-
ing information that educates the 
customers as well as displaying 
ticketing information for sales or to 
draw focus to new stock.

No folded clothing is to be stored on wall sets. Front 
and side hanging only. Within the two categories 
(warm/cool) garments should be hung  by hue. True 
neutrals such as white and black can have their 
own section or be intermixed with both categories.

Featured ItemWarmCool Cool



Wall Set - Footwear

Each shelf on the display has two of the same prod-
uct displayed in two/three color options. Warm and 
cool colors are not to be placed on the same shelf 
together. If there is a large color range, the same 
product may be used on two shelves, one for warm 
tones and the other for cool.

The footwear display unit closest to the front of the 
store is always stocked from the Everyday range, 
with a smaller display on pedestals showing eve-
ning heels. 
The second display unit further in store is always 
stocked from the Weekend range.

Evening Heels 
(Weekend Range)Everyday Range

Wall Set - Accessories

Wall Projection  
Ticketing

Absolute minimum accessories to be displayed 
on wall sets. Featured scarf from Block Shop Tex-
tiles to be rotated weekly. This display always has 
a wall-hanging display of the scarf design at full 
spread, then two looped over the display bar.

The small accessories shelf  
may either feature one small 
jewelry display with mirror, or 
one/two bags that best com-
pliment the scarf of the week.



Table Displays 

Style Guidelines

Small display tables with apparel have folded tops 
and pants in stacks of 1-3, spaced generously. 
An ipad (securely fixed to display table) allows a 
customer to sit, rest their feet while watching short 
videos on how the displayed tops are made.



FoldingShirts/Knits

Flip the shirt to lay face down.

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.

9. 10. 11.

Fold sleeve over far enough to 
give a clean right edge to the 
shirt.

Diagonally fold the overhang-
ing sleeve so cuff sits just 
below the collar.

Repeat step 3. on the left side. Repeat step 4. on the left side.

Repeat step 3. on the left side.

Fold the right edge of shirt in 
to the middle line of the shirt.

Repeat on the left side.

From the bottom, fold the 
base of the shirt upwards by 
a third.

From the bottom, fold the 
shirt in half so that it meets 
the top.

Flip the shirt back over to face 
up.

FoldingPants

1. 2. 3. 4.

Lay the pants facing up and 
then fold them in half down 
the centerline. Align the pant 
legs to create a straight edge.

From the bottom, fold the 
base of the shirt upwards by 
half so the hem of the pants is 
aligned to the top.

Flip the pants back over to 
face upwards again.

Check to make sure edges 
are clean with no overhang.



Guidelines

Color blocking at Capsule is more subtle than in most retail stores, because al-
most our entire range can be classed as neutral colors, but we do divide our stock 
into two categories: Warm and Cool. Telling which is which is made easy with the 
identifying labels that classify a garment as Warm, Cool or a true neutral (pure 
whites, black and grays.) 
 
Failing the labels, use this chart to identify the underlying tint. Warm and cool 
products are displayed side by side but never together. For example, a wall set of 
shelves might have both warm and cool colored products, but alternate a shelf of 
only cool colors with a shelf of only warm.

We also have two ranges. Everyday, which encompasses work life and your 
weekly social life, and Weekend, which covers both going out and staying home. 
 
Areas of Capsule keep these ranges separate. The Everyday range is housed 
towards the front of the store, as it is the cornerstone of Capsule, with the more 
comfortable or the more evening-appropriate products based towards the back 
of the store. These ranges aren’t mixed within displays and shelves wont alternate 
between Everyday or Weekend. An entire display is only from one range.

• Jewelry is displayed on tables only, with the only exception 
being used on Mannequins. Bangles, scarves and bags may 
be included sparingly on wall sets as long as it doesn’t detract 
from the clothing.

• All hangers to be spaced on rails at 4 fingers apart.
• Ensure all side-hung garments face the same direction.
•  No folded stacks of product to be displayed on wall sets. Ta-

ble displays only.
• Tops/Pants in folded stacks on table displays should only con-

tain a max of 3 items in each stack. 
• Knit wear on table displays only in sets of 2.
• Ensure all displays are well presented, well spaced with no 

clutter or over crowding. Space is an important aesthetic.
• Pants and skirts are to be hung on 15”Multi-Use EDJ. Clip / 

PA-15-CP / M-CP hanger.
• Outerwear to be hung on 17” Ziggurat Wide Shoulder / PA-17-

WG hanger.
• Long sleeve blouses and shirts to be hung on 17”Layered 

Shoulder / PA-17-LA
• Other tops and knits 17” Multi-Use / PA-17-MA hanger.  

See ‘hangers’ for details

Mannequins



Capsule mannequins are Eco-conscious and present positive and realistic beauty stan-
dards for women. Alongside our Mannequin squad, we stock “plus” size mannequins 
that show how our clothing looks on real bodies! 

Care

Move mannequins with trollies and always assemble on the flore, following the enclosed instruction that accompanies each mannequin’s storage 
box. Mannequins should always be dressed by staff in teams of two. Wipe them gently with a clean cloth. Damaged Mannequins are to be returned 
to manufacturer for repair.

Vibe
Silver/gray wigs styled in the “Blended Collection” vibe by Hans Boodt. 
Full outfits must be ensured with a focus on blending neutral tones 
and accessorizing.



Hangers
Hangers used in-store are a custom range from Ditto. They are VICS 
compliant, 100% recyclable hangers that are fully brandable. They have 
been successfully tried and tested in large chain store brands such as 
Adidas and Tommy Hilfiger.

Circled on the catalogue are the selection of hanger designs Capsule 
uses in store. 
 
Damaged hangers are completely recyclable and can be disposed of in 
the stores recycling bin out in the stockroom.

Fresh hangers are always kept in the stockroom and if you run low, 
notify your store manager. Fresh order of hangers take proximately 12 
business days to arrive, so once the storage drops to one remaining 
box, place an order then to ensure supply. 
 
More info at www.dittobrandsolutions.com

Standards when 
placing your man-
nequins on the floor 
and windows

Housekeeping



Members of staff are expected to maintain merchandising standards in store. This includes:

• Ensuring that clothing on all racks and railings are hanging in their correct category via range and color.
• It only takes a few sales of an item to make it’s display area look bare. Staff must replenish available sizes and 

product to the floor throughout the day.
• Clothing that is culled by a customer in the dressing rooms may sit on the ‘Put Back Rack’ during busy times, but 

must be returned to it’s position on the shop floor at the first opportunity.
• Any new product unpacked to be displayed on the floor should first be hung and steamed in the stockroom.
• All surfaces must be dusted, wiped down with product arranged neatly each evening.
• A general walk around, ensuring ticketing is all in position, clothing is facing the correct direction and in the correct 

spot must be preformed regularly throughout the day by staff.
• Floor sweeps to be done in the morning before opening.
• Dressing Rooms and shop floor should be vacuumed at the end of each day after closing, with mirrors throughout 

the store wiped down and polished. 
• Any marking or fingerprints on brass store fixtures should be wiped clean with a soft cloth as soon as spotted.
• Every morning and evening the front window displays must be checked for dead bugs or marks and dust, and 

cleaned when necessary.
• Front window displayed are changed bi-weekly.
• In store mannequins are re-dressed weekly on Wednesdays

Standards

• Vacuum cleaner
• Glass polish
• Clothing steamer
• Clean cloths/rags
• FIoor mop
• Pan and brush
• Hand held dust collector
• Scissors
• General cleaning supplies
• Step ladder
• Trolley to move mannequins
• Extending pole w/ hook for retrieving high product

VM Toolkit
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